
S.C. NO.D-47/2001 
 
Subject: Amendment to the Sales Instruction relating to competency of officers 

in the matter of sanction of load for new connections, extension of 
load in the case of existing connections and reduction in load. 

 
 To expedite the cases of release/extension/reduction in load or contract 

demand of industrial connections and thus to reduce the pendency period of applications 

for new industrial connections, it has been decided to revise the delegation of powers for 

sanction of load/extension of load as provided for in Sales Manual Instructions No.10, 

which shall stand amended as follows with immediate effect:- 

 

Authority Existing delegation of powers to 
sanction load (inclusive of extension in 
load) 

Proposed delegation of powers to 
sanction load (inclusive of extension in 
load) 

SDO LT connections upto 50 KW No change. 
Xen Upto contract demand of 250 KVA No change. 
SE Upto contract demand of 500 KVA Upto contract demand of 750 KVA 
CE Upto contract demand of 1000 KVA Contract demand above 750 KVA 

except cases involving augmentation or 
creation of transmission system and the 
cases of load aggregators. 

GM/Comml.
with the 
approval of 
Director(OP
) 

Above 1000 KVA contract demand. All cases involving augmentation or 
creation of transmission system and the 
cases of load aggregator. 

 

   

The existing delegation of powers stipulate that reduction in load in 

respect of connections having connected load upto 100 KW shall be sanctioned by the 

authority competent to sanction that load.  However, all large supply cases (more than 

100 KW) were to be processed and sanctioned in head office. 

 

  It has now been decided that load reduction cases with original load upto 

50 KW shall be dealt by SDO and the cases with original sanctioned connected 

load/contract demand above 50 KW upto 250 KVA shall be dealt by Xen and all other 

cases above 250 KVA shall be dealt by SE (OP). 



 

  The Sale Circular 29/79 dt. 17.09.1979, S.C. NO. 28/97 and sale circular 

D-48/2000 dt. 20.09.2000 stands amended to the above extent.  The above instructions 

should be got noted from all concerned for meticulous compliance. 

 

        
    -sd-   
                                          S.E./Commercial,  
   for GM/Comml., DHBVN, Hisar 

 

 

 
Issued vide Memo No. Ch-55/SE/Comml./R-16 Dated :  02.05.2001 


